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BWise GRC Offering Broadens with CaoSys Integration
15th March 2011
CaoSys, a developer of Governance, Risk, and Compliance (GRC) and
productivity solutions for Oracle E-Business Suite and BWise, a global leader in
GRC management software announced this week that they are forming a
strategic alliance to help deliver a best-in-class GRC platform to a wider
market.
BWise delivers a robust platform for Governance, Risk and Compliance
(GRC). This platform is based on a solid foundation of process management,
risk management and compliance expertise. Managing corporate
responsibilities and obligations, as well as structuring enterprise risk
management are all key aspects of the BWise GRC Platform. BWise have
integrated the standalone edition of CaoSys‟s SoD solution (CS*Comply/SE)
directly into their GRC offering to enable organizations using Oracle E-Business
Suite to benefit from their powerful GRC platform.
Craig O‟Neill, CTO at CaoSys, said “We are delighted and excited by this
opportunity to join forces with an industry recognized and leading player in
this market. It is a strategic choice for CaoSys to select an integrated GRC
solution vendor such as BWise as one of our business partners; their Magic
Quadrant positioned GRC solution is the ideal platform to help us broaden
our reach and strengthen our brand. By integrating a new standalone edition
of our powerful Segregation of Duties solution (CS*Comply) into the BWise
Enterprise GRC Platform, we are bringing more organizations the opportunity
to benefit from the latest in GRC related software technology to help them
save time and money as well as adhere to and fulfil their risk and compliance
management requirements.”
CaoSys offers several solutions that fall into two distinct market segments,
compliance and productivity. The companies compliance based solutions,
CS*Audit, CS*Comply, CS*Proviso, CS*Secure and CS*Impact enable
organizations to implement data auditing, segregation of duties (SoD) internal
controls and fine-grained data security based controls as well as aid change
management processes. Their productivity based solutions, CS*Form,
CS*Accelerate and CS*Enquire cater for several needs such as onscreen
interactive reporting, application extensions, application building, application
augmentation and ad-hoc querying to name but a few.
Robert Pijselman, CEO of BWise, said “We are proud to welcome CaoSys as
one of our strategic business partners. The deep Oracle E-Business
understanding and the broad market experience from CaoSys adds value to
our existing customer base. The recent integration of CaoSys‟s CS*Comply/SE
software into the BWise GRC suite is a further example of the expanding
market for integrated GRC solutions.”
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About CaoSys
CaoSys is an independent software solution provider within the GRC and
productivity software space. Its solutions offer radically different ways of
implementing solutions for the Oracle E-Business Suite that save time and
money. Their solutions provide all the main disciplines for a comprehensive
GRC solution, from traditional conflict based segregation of duties to high risk
single function security to data segregation and hiding to application
configuration to powerful data auditing as well as a host of very powerful
productivity tools.
CaoSys software helps businesses streamline and secure their applications
making their users and therefore their business more efficient whilst ensuring
assurance and accountability.
CaoSys was formed during 1999 and is based in Yorkshire in the North of
England.
Visit CaoSys online at www.caosys.com.
##
About BWise
BWise is the global leader in Governance, Risk and Compliance (GRC)
management software, with a strong heritage in business process
management. Established in 1994, BWise delivers proven solutions to help
organizations become „in control‟ by increasing corporate accountability;
strengthening financial, strategic and operational efficiencies; and
maximizing performance and ROI.
With several hundred customers in more than 80 countries worldwide and in
virtually all markets, BWise has developed a strong and sustainable presence
in the area of governance, risk management and compliance. Utilizing
templates and a best-practice implementation approach, BWise enables
management to measure and manage risks and comply to rules and
legislation such as Sarbanes-Oxley, IFRS, Basel II and Solvency II, ISOstandards, European Corporate Governance Codes and many more.
BWise has offices in the Netherlands, United States, United Kingdom, Germany
and India.
Respected analysts such as Gartner and Forrester have ranked BWise highly in
their reports.
For more information, visit www.bwise.com.
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